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Recommendations:
•

By law the Consultation process should be in both Irish and English. However, it seems that
only an English language consultation has been organised.

•

The Strategy should, in commenting on the areas of open space not covered by, or only
partly covered by, the Strategy, and in the maps, recognise the Special Amenity Areas in
Fingal and their importance to many of the issues covered in the Strategy.

•

The Council's land at Red Rock should be recognised as a Regional Park as, in its context in
the Howth Special Amenity Area, it fits that definition better than the definition of Local
Park.

•

There are areas of Environmental Open Space not included in the maps, including the open
space at the corner of St. Lawrence's Road and Grace O'Malley Drive in Howth.

•

The Strategy is silent on the landscape and parks management approaches used in Fingal's
parks and open spaces. The environmental impacts of different approaches varies greatly
and the Strategy should address these.

•

The Strategy should provide for an end to the practice of spraying herbicide at the base of
almost all trees, fences, hedges and walls, which is unnecessary and places public health and
the environment at risk. (See attached photos of bases of trees in Utrecht and Zürich.)

•

The Strategy should provide for the phasing out of the use of dangerous chemicals in
Fingal's parks and open spaces.

•

Some elements of the Strategy are unexplained and seem inappropriate. For example
“Large trees shall not be planted within a distance of twice their mature height on the southern or
western side of private dwellings.”

There are many fine residential areas throughout Fingal and the wider Dublin region where
this rule has not applied and the result seems perfectly good; why is this proposed? (p.27)
•

The strategy should recognise that the proposed increased planting of evergreens needs to be
related to shadowing impacts due to the particular importance of winter sunlight for
buildings and open spaces. (p. 27)

•

The strategy should promote the planting of street trees and the provision of adequate
rooting volumes, and permeable surfaces to facilitate them (p. 27)

•

The Strategy should set out that higher density developments will be expected to have
higher quality public open space provision and that such open space will receive higher
maintenance than lower density developments (where people have more private open space
available to them.)

•

The Strategy should provide for public information on management regimes being used (e.g.
wildflower meadows etc.) especially where they could be confused for abandonment or lack
of maintenance and in particular inform people when management regimes are being
changed and why.

•

The Strategy should address invasive species.

•

The Strategy should address the importance of many parks and open spaces as pedestrian
and cyclist access routes, providing safer and more pleasant alternatives to busy roads and
opening important shortcuts which increase permeability and the relative attractiveness of
active modes of transport as well as enabling safe routes to school.

•

The Strategy should stimulate innovation and experimentation in parks and open spaces
aimed at improving sustainability and usability.

I will not comment in detail on the floated changes to the bye-laws as they haven't been formally
considered by the Council. Current bye-laws are too restrictive in potentially impeding such typical
and valuable open space activities as picking blackberries, having a picnic, organising a
neighbourhood party, teaching a child to cycle, throwing a ball for a dog, etc. We need to have
simple byelaws which provide that people should not cause damage or nuisance and require people
to follow the instructions of park wardens in that regard.

Annex Photos of bases of trees in other places.

